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What can
business management do
about the profit squeeze?
by Lynn A.Townsend*

Mr. Townsend was a partner in Touche, Ross, Bailey ir Smart
before joining Chrysler Corporation. He spent 10 years with
our firm . . . he started in 1947 as supervising accountant at
George Bailey &r Company, and became a partner in 1952.
In 1957 Mr. Townsend was elected comptroller of Chrysler
and in 1958 was named group vice president—International
Operations in charge of all Chrysler Corporation activities
outside the United States.
He was elected a member of Chrysler Corporation's Board
of Directors in January, 1959 and has served on the board's
executive committee since it was established in July, 1961.
A native of Michigan, Mr. Townsend graduated from the
University of Michigan where he received the degrees of bachelor of arts in 1940 and master of business administration
with distinction in 1941. He spent three years with Ernst &
Ernst in Detroit before joining the Navy in 1944 as a disbursing officer.
1 ODAY THERE is NO QUESTION whatever a b o u t the im-

p o r t a n c e of a c c o u n t i n g i n p l a n n i n g a c o m p a n y ' s
profitable future. W i t h o u t sound financial information
no company can make meaningful plans—and without
financial discipline n o plans can be successfully exec u t e d . I n t h e m i n d s of m o s t a c c o u n t a n t s t o d a y t h e
function of record keeping a n d statement presentation
is still i m p o r t a n t b u t subordinate to profit p l a n n i n g
a n d control. T h e m a i n j o b of m o d e r n accountancy is to
analyze a company's past a n d projected earnings performance a n d to see what can be done to improve profits
* From an address at the 36th Annual Michigan Accounting
Conference, University of Michigan, October 12th, 1962.
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in the short a n d long-range future. A n d with this new
emphasis, the importance of accountancy has increased
accordingly.
H o w a n d why d i d this come about? W a s this the
natural a n d logical course of evolution that the profession of accountancy was b o u n d to take? Possibly. But
it is more likely that this development has been forced
and speeded u p by a special set of circumstances affecting the entire world of business in recent years.
As we all know, d u r i n g the early years after the end
of W o r l d W a r I I the m a i n concern of the American
manufacturer was to produce enough goods to keep u p
with d e m a n d . Capacity was the big, overriding problem.
In those days it was o n e of the pleasant duties of the
financial staff to bring to t o p m a n a g e m e n t the good
news concerning the current a n d expected rate of profits. A n d as far o u t ahead as anyone could see, it appeared that the curve of profits would continue to rise
steadily.
As might have been expected, that situation was too
good to last. As soon as the first big postwar demands
had been satisfied and manufacturing capacity h a d been
increased in anticipation of that unlimited rising curve
of profits, domestic competition began to get tougher,
and this p u t a strong downward pressure on the prices
of finished products. O n the other h a n d , the steadily
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increasing cost of labor, materials, and components had
been building up the manufacturer's costs. And finally,
as the foreign industrial complexes began to grow, competition from abroad put even further downward pressures on the prices of the goods he offered for sale.
These forces produced the well publicized profit
squeeze. In 1947, a representative year in that early
postwar period, corporate profits after taxes totaled $18
billion. Fourteen years later, in 1961, after a phenomenal expansion of the nation's economy and a very
substantial decline in the value of the dollar, corporate
profits after taxes amounted to only $23 billion. In
other words, this was not an increase at all. In terms
of real value there was actually a decrease in total
corporate profits during these years.
To put those two profit totals of 1947 and 1961 in
perspective, you have to relate them to the change in
national income. That $18 billion in after-tax profits
in 1947 was 9.2 per cent of total national income. The
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$23 billion after-tax profits in 1961 was only 5.4 per cent
of national income. Or put it this way. Undistributed
corporate profits—net profits after dividends—were 6
per cent of national income in 1947—and only 2 per
cent in 1961.
There is no clear evidence that the overall downward
trend in profits indicated by these figures is going to be
reversed any time soon. As a matter of fact, we are now
living with a new set of business conditions that could
make it extremely difficult to reverse this trend, to say
nothing of getting back to the profit margins of ten or
fifteen years ago.
The forces that worked to reduce profit margins in
the 1950s are not only still with us but have been intensified. And industry after industry has found the curve
of demand for its U.S.—produced goods definitely flattening out. As a result there has been intensified competition for increased share of market and volume of
sales in order to make more efficient use of the expanded
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capacity that was built in the 1950s. This in turn has
frequently resulted in an additional downward pressure on prices—either in the form of outright price
reductions or added value built into the product.
This intense competition for increased share of
market and increased volume has taken many forms,
including the development and launching of new products and the elaboration of established ones. And these
developments, which are of the essence in promoting
growth, have at times been very costly to individual
companies. As American industry continues its competitive drive for increased sales here and in all parts
of the world, these costs of new-product development,
product diversification and elaboration, and product
promotion are likely to increase rather than decrease.
So—for well over a decade, industrial companies have
been caught between a steady, persistent upward pressure in the prices they have had to pay for labor, components, materials, equipment, and services and the
steady downward pressure of increasingly hot worldwide competition on the prices they have been able to
charge for the finished products they build and sell.
This profit squeeze has all the earmarks of a fundamental economic imbalance, the kind of chronic condition that is hard to doctor with easy remedies.
As a result, American business, taken as a whole, has
experienced a decline in earnings available for reinvestment in plant expansion and improved equipment. But
even more serious than the shrinking of company funds
available for spending on new plant and equipment is
the fact that American companies, on the average, have
been showing lower and lower returns on their shareholders' investment. This strikes right at the heart of
the American enterprise system as we know it. Any time
you begin to dampen the enthusiasm of people who
have savings to invest you are running the very real
danger of slowing down the whole machinery of progress that has moved this country ahead.
This situation is serious, and there would be no point
in trying to minimize its seriousness in any way.
Business does its work best—for its shareholders and for
the public it serves—when it can look forward to the
probability of making satisfactory and increasing profits. It is in such an atmosphere that the decisions of
business management are likely to be most daring,
creative, and constructive. And it is in such an atmosphere that investments in new plants, new products,
and new ways of serving the public—all of them resulting in more employment—have the best chance of being
made and being made on a big scale.
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Unfortunately, that atmosphere does not exist at the
present time. Businessmen are somewhat less than
exuberantly optimistic about their chances of making
good and increasing profits in the years ahead. They
have seen their own or other companies caught in the
vise of increasing costs and stable prices, and they don't
see too much reason for expecting that basic condition
to change. But there is another reason why businessmen
are somewhat less than optimistic about the future
outlook for profits. It seems fairly clear to most businessmen who have been battling for improved profits that
just as long as a substantial part of the general public
are not whole-heartedly, deeply convinced of the basic
importance of profits as the fuel that powers a free
economy—just so long will the necessary atmosphere
for vigorous economic growth be missing.
The country needs this atmosphere of confidence on
the part of the investing public and on the part of businessmen who are the stewards of the investing public's
money. That confidence can come only from an awareness that we are a united country—united in our
agreement on fundamental economic and social values
—which would include a general agreement on the
importance of profits. But when you have identified
the problem in this way, you still have a long way to
go to find the solution. The real solution will have to
come from a better and more widely shared understanding of the forces that move our economy ahead—and a
corresponding change in attitudes that will lead to
corrective action. And changes of this kind, as we all
know, don't come easily or quickly.
The important thing for you and me to do right now
is to try to agree upon the things we can do to help as
individual businessmen and citizens in bringing about
this improvement in understanding and these changes
in attitude. With that purpose in mind, I have a few
suggestions to make for your consideration.
My first suggestion is that you and I should do what
we can as citizens with a background of experience in
business to help create a better understanding of the
importance of profits. We need to work much harder
than we have done to date at the job of explaining—
in good spirit, with moderation, and with our points
grounded in solid fact—just what it means to a country
to have its businessmen looking forward confidently in
the expectation of being able to show a good return on
invested capital.
In all such efforts to make clear the public benefits of
profits and the anticipation of profits, it is important
to emphasize three of those benefits above all others:
THE
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First—profits provide funds for investment in new
plants and new equipment, and this in turn puts our
country in better position to compete in the expanding
world markets.
Second—profits, when reinvested in greater capacity
and efficiency, are the principal means of increasing
both the employment and the income of the American
people.
Third—economic growth generated by soundly reinvested profits means a broadening base of revenue from
which the country's education, defense, and other needs
can be adequately financed without deficits. And this
can be done with stable or even declining tax rates,
providing close controls are maintained on government
outlays.
None of us here today would argue about these
points. They seem sound, simple, and elementary. The
trouble is that they do not appear so elementary to
everybody else. It will be a long time before there is
enough general understanding and acceptance of these
fundamentals to create the all-important climate of
confidence in our profit-energized and profit-disciplined
system of business enterprise.
I don't want to give you the impression, however, that
I am completely pessimistic about the difficulty of this
job of education or the length of time it is going to take.
Far away as we now are from the day when there will be
universal acceptance of what may appear to us to be
economic truisms about the value of adequate profits,
some progress has been made. In the last few years there
have been clear indications of a somewhat better understanding of the importance of profits to the prosperity
and growth of the country. And all who have contributed to this improved understanding—and this includes
people in business, government, education, and many
other walks of life—can take satisfaction in knowing
that real gains have been made.
One indication that a start has been made toward
creating this much needed better understanding of the
importance of profits to the health and strength of the
country is the increasing talk about the desirability of
reductions in federal income-tax rates. This talk is
apparently motivated—at least in part—by a sincere
desire to increase the amount of funds available for
capital investment—and as a result to increase the rate
of economic growth.
So far so good. But it is very important to consider
any proposed tax cuts in the total context of sound
fiscal policy. And I do think that if the government is
going to take a serious look at the possibility of reducMARCH, 1 9 6 3

ing income taxes it should also take an equally serious
look at reducing government expenditures. If one
important objective of reducing income taxes is to give
the people of this country—including its businessmen—
a new basis of confidence regarding the future, then to
make the most of that move—to generate the greatest
possible amount of confidence with that move—the
government should make it clear that reductions in
taxes will be accompanied by intensified efforts to
reduce expenditures—particularly through increased
efforts to control costs and improve efficiency.
Incidentally, such a policy would create increased
confidence among the people of Europe as well as the
people of this country. And this in turn would help to
strengthen the dollar and check the outflow of gold.
Whatever a businessman's views may be on matters
of public policy, it is part of his duty as a citizen to
express those views. It is in the field of fiscal policy that
the businessman—and particularly the businessman
with experience in finance—has a special responsibility.
His work and his training give him the background for
understanding the complexities of taxation and budgeting. He knows from experience where to look for
leaks and extravagance. He knows what it can cost an
organization—private or public—to permit duplication
of effort. He knows how much can be saved by the use
of the most modern methods of control and analysis.
And he owes it to his community to participate in public discussions of these matters.
In what I have said so far I have touched on the things
that businessmen can do as citizens to help create a
better public understanding of our profit system and
what they can do to bring about sound governmental
action aimed at producing some relief from the profit
squeeze. But entirely apart from the businessman's contribution as a good citizen is the contribution he can
make in his day-to-day work.
Right through the long period of steadily shrinking
profit margins, some companies in all industries have
been able to show consistently satisfactory profits year
after year. They have moved against the trend. They
have been up against the same set of pressures that all
the rest of us have had to cope with—but somehow they
have been able to make good profits, even to make
increasing profits, throughout this period.
This would seem to indicate that there is something
in the actions of these consistently profitable companies
that is different from the actions of the companies that
have not been able to produce as good results. In other
words, good management does make a difference. Over
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the long pull, what you and I do as business managers,
what we do to control our costs—to develop new and
attractive products—and to find new ways to market and
service those products—will make its contribution to
the competitive strength of our country. And in some
measure our individual efforts to improve efficiency will
help to correct the long-standing and increasingly disturbing trend toward lower profits for American
business as a whole. After all, it is only the conditions
in his own company over which the businessman has
real and immediate control. And it is right there that
he can make his most direct contribution.
The job of pulling a low-profit or no-profit company
well over into the black and keeping it there usually
starts with a realistic facing of financial facts. If a company has been pretty consistently in the red this
normally means that it has been living beyond its
income. In this kind of situation, the business manager
has no option. Because of his responsibility to his shareholders, his responsibility to his employers, his responsibility for keeping an organization intact and strong
enough to carry on its competitive fight, he must take
decisive action to reduce costs in a hurry. Few companies are without some superstructure of fixed costs
that can be dispensed with. And the necessary first step
in moving toward a profit position is to reduce the
superstructure without jeopardizing operating efficiency.
As all but a very fortunate few of you know from
experience, budget-reducing operations are seldom
pleasant. Even though the purpose of such an operation is to preserve and improve the health of the
patient, the process is usually painful. For one thing,
it almost invariably means a reduction in force—letting
people go—and this is certainly the most painful duty
a manager ever has to face.
Swift, drastic action of this kind—painful as it may be
—can bring benefits that go far beyond purely financial
results. It can, for example, produce a sudden infusion
of confidence in a business organization—the kind of
team confidence that comes from participating in a bold
plan of action carried through to a tangible and satisfactory result. And few results are more satisfactory for
a business organization than to find itself consistently
and solidly in the black after being frequently in the
red.
Getting costs down fast by swift and decisive reduction of overhead is a necessary first step in preparing
a company to move in the direction of good and stable
profits. But to show really satisfactory profits over the
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long pull, a company must do more than reduce its
costs. It must also increase its volume of sales. And the
necessary first step in achieving and maintaining a
higher volume of sales is to make a long and careful
review of the current product line and the plans for
future products. This review must be undertaken with
unemotional objectivity. Deficiencies must be spotted
and corrected. Every tool of market analysis must be
used to redesign and realign the product so as to give
it maximum market appeal and competitive hitting
power.
Redesigning and realigning current and near-future
products is relatively simple compared with the problem of looking into the long-range future and deciding
what the market is going to demand of you eight or ten
years ahead. Nobody needs to be told by now that we
are living in an age of almost incredible change. And in
an age like ours, who can say what the products of the
future are going to look like or how they will operate?
In the automobile industry, just for example, what
would happen if some company should develop a way
to mass-produce gas-turbine passenger-car engines for
sale at prices competitive with piston engines? How
many customers would then choose to buy cars powered
by what would then seem an over-complicated, obsolete
engine?
And once it became possible to mass-produce a gasturbine engine, with only one-fifth the parts of a piston
engine, and with substantial economies in fuel and
maintenance, what rearrangements would take place in
the competitive patterns of the automobile industry?
Certainly, any automobile company that could get
this kind of jump on its competitors would experience
an entirely new set of financial problems. And most of
those problems would be of an extremely pleasant
variety. A company with a new product of this kind and
all its competitive advantages would find the familiar
relationships of cost, price, volume, and profit completely changed. In effect, that company and its
competitors would be in an entirely new ball game.
In this age of change, it behooves all of us to be as
well prepared as possible to take care of the opportunities opened up by science and engineering. The automobile of the future may or may not be powered by a
gas-turbine engine. There are distinct possibilities, for
example, in the fuel-cell, which produces electrical
energy by the oxidation of suitable fuels. And every
year we are seeing remarkable improvement in the
development of the silicon converter as a means of using
the energy of the sun. Whether the cars of the future
THE
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are powered by solar energy, by fuel cells, or by some
other means we can't even imagine at the present time,
it is pretty certain that basic changes will be made. And
that certainty of change, not only in the automobile
industry, but in every other will present every one of
us with plenty of opportunities for profitable breakthroughs if we keep our eyes and minds open.
In this period of unlimited possibilities it is important above all to remain flexible in our thinking and
not let our concept of our own job and our own business
become too limited. In the automobile business, for
instance, we have to think of ourselves not as being in
the business of building and selling cars and trucks but
as being in the business of moving people and goods.
And we have to be prepared for the development of
brand new ways of moving people and goods. In this
field of transportation nothing is beyond the reach of
change. It could be that in another twenty years or so
even the wheel will have been made obsolete. Who
knows?
The changes ahead in the field of product innovation
are going to be matched—at the very least—by changes
in distribution and service. In the past thirty years the
revolution in distribution has been at least as far-reaching as the revolution in the development of new products. To those who come to this country from abroad,
our supermarkets and suburban shopping centers, our
flexible and efficient methods of truck, rail, and air
transportation, and our advanced techniques for providing consumer credit are more impressive than any
other phase of our business system. There is no reason
why this swift and continuous development in the field
of distribution and service should slow down in the
future.
In the automobile business we have seen many
changes in distribution, service, and financing—and in
my opinion the rate of change in these fields will
increase. Perhaps the most remarkable development
in our business in recent years is the strong response of
the industry to the insistent demands of the car-owning
public for better and faster maintenance service and for
guarantees on the reliability of the cars they buy. Never
in the history of our business has there been greater
emphasis on quality production—which of course is a
direct response to the intense interest of the public in
quality products. As a result, warranties on new cars
have been increased steadily in recent years, and I am
proud, of course, that the company I am associated with
has taken the unprecedented step of offering a five-year,
50,000-mile warranty on its engines, transmissions, proMARCH, 1 9 6 3

peller-shafts, and rear axles. These, of course, are the
parts of an automobile that are most vital to its satisfactory performance and the most expensive to repair
or replace.
The growth of the economy—and the growth of profits—will depend in large measure upon the pace of
progress in the field of distribution and service. The
success of business in making it easier, more convenient,
and more pleasant to own and operate the products
developed by industry is bound to result in greater sales
and greater economic activity across the board. And
every gain by a businessman in making distribution
more efficient and less costly can result in more volume
and more profit.
With all the changes that are bound to take place in
the business universe, we can be fairly sure that one
thing will remain constant. In the practice of business
management, the one sure guide to success, the one
feedback that tells you that your decisions are right,
is profitability. And it is pretty interesting to note that
no good substitute has ever been found for profits—and
losses—as a discipline for a manager and his organization.
Strange as it may seem, even the Russians are beginning to understand this basic truth. In a recent issue of
Fortune Magazine I was just a little surprised to read
that a leading Soviet plane designer, O. K. Antonov,
has a high regard for the beneficial social function of
profits. The profit motive, he says, expressing itself
through thousands of individual investment decisions,
provides capitalists with an automatic feedback that
"forces them to make things better, sturdier, and
cheaper." That expression of praise for our system was
printed in Izvestia. As I say, the world is changing—
sometimes maybe a little faster than we realize.
The speed of change in our time can create problems
for all of us. But it also creates an open future of unlimited horizons for everyone in all walks of life. For those
of us in the world of business it means unlimited opportunities for excitement and personal fulfillment. It also
means personal satisfaction in knowing that what we do
in competing for markets and profits is building prosperity and strength for our country.
The only way you and I can take full advantagemake the most—of our great and thrilling opportunities
in business is to compete with every bit of energy and
ability we have. It is that kind of competition—and only
that kind of competition—that will keep our country
out front—leading the way to a better future for free
men everywhere.
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